
IMPORTANT RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS DONE BY DIVISION

 Replacement of Signalling assets completed at OTP&MNUR.
 MNY station converted to IBS duly replacing all the signalling assets.
 CNV station commissioned as part of GC work.
 LC No. 263,178&283 closed duly obtaining CRS /SBC sanction.
 Jokatte new crossing station along with JOK-PNMB doubling commissioned to

facilitate throughput.
 Manning of LCs completed at LC 34,44and LC No.29.
 High availability SSDAC provided at bridge No.2 of SRR. This has improved the

reliability of bridge track circuit.
 BPAC software modified to reduce BPAC failure.
 Inverters provided for signalling equipments at SRRA , SRR B stations.
 Dead approach locking provided at 10 LCs during this year. So that 88/97 LCs

completed.
 Facilitated shifting of 4 Nos of points at MAJN.
 Took over section PGTN-POY from CN.
 Paralleling of relay contacts for track circuits is completed at major stations.
 Change over feature for BPAC working media(Quad to OFC) provided.
 New software provided for BPAC in WH-ETR.
 Integrated power supply system(IPS) provided at 7 stations and Total is 41/69

locations.
 Earth leakage detectors being provided at all stations. So far 47/69 locations provided.
 To enhance the reliability integrated LED being provided. So far 277 aspects

provided.
 Wifi commissioned at MAQ, CLT.
 IP telephone exchange commissioned at CAN and MAJN.
 Replaced control consol of computerised Announcement system at 11 Stations.
 Quartz clock provided at 33 E/F category stations.
 NTES Terminal provided at  Commercial control PGT.
 Battery replacement done-1000Nos.
 Point machine replacement/improvement-33 Nos.
 Quad cable  replacement- 2675m.
 FOIS network extended to POY &terminal provided.
 E1 converters(Cygnus modem) provided for auto changeover of BPAC working

media.
 Telephone exchange at Railway hospital installed.
 New OFC equipment installed at CLMD station and Railway phone provided.
 Charger replacement done-23 Nos.
 Scrap disposal-20.305 MT.
 New telephone connection- 7 locations.
 GJ replacement-17 Nos.


